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F.A. Surplus Redistributed To All-College Budget
This Year We Want ed ToM ake S ure We D idn 't Go Over (Bud get), So We Were Careful , Too Careful
Lucia Smyth Director of Financial Aid

by Janet Boudreau
A $201,000 surplus currently
existing in the Financial Aid
(F.A.) grant award budget will
notbe reapportioned to the onethird of Colby's student population receiving financial assisr
tance. Instead, the under-expenditure will be divided between several projects and
programs that were denied
funding last year when the
college budget was originally
approved.
"This year we wanted to
make sure we didn't go over[bud get], so we were careful,

too careful," said Director of
Financial Aid Lucia Smyth. The
surplus exists, explained
Smyth, because the Freshman
class is smaller than usual and
more conservative estimates
were used in determining this
years budget as a result of ah
approximate $100,000 deficit
that existed last year.
In determining the total grant
budget, Smyth relied on an
estimated 600 grant recipients
and an average grant award of
$8330. This'resulted in an estimated total grant awarding of

$201,000 Surplus in Financial Aid: $333 for every student on f inancial aid

Bixler Renovation Begins When Money is "In Hand"

by Deb Fuller
cussion classes, 2-3 piano
The Bixler Art and Music rooms, and 13-14 small praccenter is receiving $,3.1 million tice rooms. There will be condollars for major renovations siderably better ventilation and
and expansions, according to heat control throughout these
Professor Abbott Meader, new rooms.
chairman of the Art DepartAlso, in order to accommoment. Construction will begin date the increase in artwork
as soon as the money is "in acquired by the museum,more
hand/' he said, and the build- storage and greater access for
ing may open for "occupancy deliveries will both be built.
as early as the fall of 1990."
Given Auditorium will also
The changes and additions receive some changes because
will include an entire new wing of its poor acoustics and unf or larger artstudios,new class- workable stage set-up. These
rooms for the Art History dis- renovations will add a lobby

Work Study
Reevaluated

by Diane Pearce
Colby 'swork-study pay scale
is rated tenth out of eleven
NESCAC schools, with Bates
and rating lowest and Tufts
University as number one.
Accordi ng t o Marc Enger,
Stu-A President, the workstudy pr ogram is problema ti c
because there is a limit on how
much a student can be paid,
there is no incen ti ve for qua li ty
work, and there are no benefit s
for students returning to the
same j ob. Work-stud y pay
scales at Colby depend on the
position a student holds. For a
clerical job, which entails filing, typing, and the like, the
pay is $3.60/hour. A student
doingdepartmental researcher
similar work receives $3.77/

INSIDE

and lounge that could serve as
a social gathering place,as well
as a "green room," which is
used for preparation before
shows.
A third portion of the money
will go toward increased security for the museumand library,
which will then "provide access to the building for studio
and music students at greatly
extended hours,"said Meader.
The floor plan- will be rearranged so that the museum and
library can be shut off from the
rest ot the center and patrolled

by officers.
The request for expansion
and renovation was brought to
the attention of President Cotter by all the faculty within the
art and music departments in
the fall of 1987. In October it
went to the Board of Trustees,
which agreed to support the
project. Each department was
then asked to submit a "wish
list," and several architectural
firms made presentations at the
end of the year.
Earlyinl988,thefirmKoetter
and Kim was chosen for the job

and in the spring the first meeting was held. Five or six other
meetingshave since been held,
with three revisions having
been made to the architectural
plans.
Originally, the request for
funds was $4.5 million dollars,
which went down to $3.4, and
now is set at $3.1 million. Professor Meader pointed out that,
while the request is still
sizeable, the money is for several departments. The money
will be going-'to the museum,
continued on page ^

Maine Confronts the Future

hour, while a supervisor or
experienced worker is paid is
$3.97/hour_ Dinning services
wages, which are the highest
campus-wide, range from$4.25
to $4.75/hour.
The Financial Aid Office is
working with Enger on a questionnaire for students, which
will re-evaluate the accuracy of
work-stud y. Right now it is
based on an estimate that $1200
should cover stu d ent expenses
such as top thpaste, pizza , and
books for two semesters. The
questionnaire will try to find
out , among other th ings, how
many Colby stu dents are employed, and of that group the
percentage of students who
work off campus.
continued on page 4

by Catherine Breen
On Wednesday, October 26,
the Commission on Maine's
Future met at the Muskie Center in Waterville to explain their
objectives and answer questions for concerned citizens.
Senator Ju dy Kany, a member
on the board ,opened the meeting with a brief history of the
commission.
Established in 1967 by the
Maine State Legislature, the
committee aims to "crea te a
common, collect ive vision for
t heir sta te's future and to develop stra t egies for ach ieving
that vision which best reflect
the values, pr
iorities and expectations of Maine people."
A ft er the in t roduction of each
member of the board, Chair-

man Annette Anderson spoke the increased responsibility of
about the areas of focus of the the state legislature itself in
commission. Anderson began planning these programs.
by explaining how the current "Federal support to Maine is
demographic ch anges in Maine declining, requiring the state
are affecting every aspectof life and local governments to ashere. She concentrated on nec- sume greater responsibility for
essary social and economic education, health care, income
adjustments, such as increased assistance programs, etc.,"
public services.
rea d s th e Comm i ssion of
"The fastest growing seg- Ma ine's Future pamphlet.
ment of today's population is
In closing, the Chairman
in the senior citizen sector," called on the Ma ine citi zens
explained An derson, indicat- present at the meeting who
ing the impor tance of creating w i shed t o express t he i r
programs to accommoda te the thoughts, concerns, and sugelderly in Maine. The commis- gestions on specific issues.
si on hopes to i mplemen t During this period, several
"Meals on Wheels," entertain- impor tant educa tiona l, enviment, and health benefit pro- ronmental, and social issues
grams in the Senior Center.
were di scussed among the
continued on page 6
The Cha irman also stressed

Bowen Assailed
Students and Faculty alike
respond lo A Professional

#Colby 's Power Outage
It was the work of a lone
beaver that blacked out the
campus last Tuesday night.;
Turn to page 2.

#The foreigner
Th i s latest
student
production received raye
reviews from Greg Russell.
Story on page 6.

Liar and ' Namin g the

fclflmfikas. Pages 8 and 9.

•Does Stress Grip You?
"' Discover the in's and out's
of this common Colby
phenomenon on page4.

CIA Elicits Protest
"I want to increase the
In oppostion to Monday's misery index...! wanted
CIA interviews, ab o ut a to make it d iff icult for
dozen protestors in Roberts
Union distributed baggies them (the CIA) to do
containing a pinch of sugar their work in a nonand statements which termed violent , peac ef u l f orm
'.
the CIA "Cocaine Importers of protest. "
of America."
- Roger Bowen, Colb y
Government Professor Roger Government Professor
Bowen took protesting a step
furth er by saying that he Bowen, and "not let this issu e
would publish a li st of th e die an unnatural death."
Bowen
admits that
el e v en s t u d e n t s who
interviewed with the CIA.
publishing names is "morally
However, he decided that problematic," and confesses
it "would make no sense to that it was "a tactic to make
publish the names after the them rethink." H e furth er
interview s," because it would stated , "I want to increase
be too late for them to change the misery index...I wanted
their minds. The idea is "to t o mak e it diffi cult f or them
make
them
f e e l (the CIA) to do their work in
uncomfortable ," stated
continued on page 5
by Lori Wright

The CIA Prote st in Roberts Union
nhnto bv Dave Coleman

Hagar Speaks On Role
Of Media
by Tracey Hardman
Robert Hager, Colby
parent and 9 year NBC
News Correspondent, spoke
in the Robins Room of
Robert' s Union
last
Thursday night. Hager, who
has covered every political
convention since 1964 (except
in year's when he was
outside the United States),
addressed the issue of "The
Role of the Television
Media
in
American
Politics".
Televisi on is "the
dominant political force in
America," Hager said, "T.V.
has the opportunity to bring
many dimensions into the
viewer's living room." He
attributed .the beginning of
television ' s
political
dominance to the 1960
campaign when "the first
debate (between Nixon and
Kennedy) became the
decisive factor in , that
campaign," and stated that
the current system "must
catch up to campaign
dominance by T.V." Hager
also
admitted
that
although "T.V. has a lot of
advantages ...(there are)
obviously a lot of faults" as
well.
Commenting on the
lecture, freshman Kath y
McKiernan stated , "it was
very interesting to hear the
comments of someone who's
actually been there, someone
who can see past the image
that they (the candidates)

try to put on ...to see what
the real person is like."
Some of the faults Hager
cited included the intensity
of stressing the high ratings
which Hager stated as
indicative of the candidates
priorities. In example,
Hager pointed out that
soundbites, which are the
short clips of the candidates
the viewer sees on the
evening news, "are getting
shorter as T.V. gets slicker."
"Candidates are quick to
grasp how to
use
soundbites," he said ,
consequently "they tend to
oversimplify the issues." A
television "picture tends to
be more powerful than the
content," Hager said, "and
it's very hard to fi ght
pictures." In defense of the
system, however, he stated
that "society has made it
(television) " .t he most
dominant medium and that
T.V. "is forced by the format
to deal with things more
superficiall y " than the
print media.
Addressing
negative
campaigning, Ha ger stated,
"the sad truth is that
negative ads work." He
alluded to the Goldwateer
campaign
as
the
introduction of this practice
and explained that "the bad
thing is when there are lies
or half lies and there are a
lot of them," He concluded
that "negative advertising
is not all bad ...negative ads
can serve a real purpose."

Hager also addressed the
negative aspects of the
polls. He said that "the
pressure for polls has become
so great that they are not
being taken carefully
enough." Referring to the
current campaign he stated,
"they missed a lot of key
things (such as) Bush's third
place showing in Iowa and
his win in New Hampshire.
After pointing out what
he believed to be the major
weaknesses of the T.V.
media, Hager offered the
remedy of what he dubbed
as "Hager 's Five Point
Plan." He first stated that
in order . tb resolve "the
running debate on who will
control the agenda of the
campaign (the candidates or
the media)," the media
must "change the format" to
facilitate "a more free
exchange."
He also suggested that the
candidates and networks
"agree well before (a
campaign) .., to make free
time available to each
candidate ...to speak on an
appropriated issue." Hager
felt that this would create
an atmosphere more
conducive to " a better feel
for the issues (especially) at
the earl y part of the
campaign."
Addressing the problem of
negative campaigning , he
recommended forming "a
watchdog group to hear the
complaints '' pertaining to
continued oh page 5

Beaver Causes
Power Outage
by Janet Boudreau
At approximately 3 a.m.
Wednesday morning the
lights went out on the Colby
campus due to the sharp
teeth of a beaver in
Fairfield.
. Joe Bennett , an On Line
Department worker at
Central Maine Power ,
explained that a "beaver cut
dowii a tree that fell over on
a transmission line that feeds
directly to Colby." The
fallen, line is located by
Savage Street in Fairfield.
The blackout.lasted about

an hour having been restored
at approximately 4 a.m. by
the Central Maine Power Co.,
said Bennett.
The restoration of power
did not happen soon enough,
however, as student alarm
clocks, classroom clocks,, the
Miller Library tower, and the
blue light were all thrown off
kilter. "I was lucky that I
had a battery alarm clock,"
said Rebecca Bancroft '91,
"because I had a Geology
exam at 9:30." Sharyl White
'91 was not so "lucky", having
slept through her 8:30
Chinese class.

Off ihe Hil l
Amherst

Amherst-The town of Amherst is trying to tax students
fifty dollars a head because it forsees a deficit in the
future. This is against Massachusetts laws and the bill
would have to go through the state legislature, which
makes the students confident that it will not pass.
Students are being arrested "left and right" in Amherst
because the town police are "cracking down" on the open
container law, which does not allow students to be in
possession of an open beer on the streets. Evidently, the
town Finance Committee is trying to get $50,000 in funds.

Tufts

Tufts-New restrictions are being placed on Tufts " social
policy because the president was upset with fraternities
and freshmen drinking. A committee was formed last spring
to deal with the problem, and now all parties must hire a
campus policeman, who is paid for by the hosts of the
party. Other restictfons, like the provision of non-alcoholic
beverages, have also been implemented. Unlike Colby,
most of. the administration aside from the president
supports fraternities, and there has been no move made to
abolish them.

Lovejoy 's Latest

Cultural
College Bowl - (Trivial Pursuit in gameshow form) This
Thursday night in the Heights Community Room. Turn in
your four man roster to your Governors. If you're good
enough, you could qualif y for the All Commons Team or
even the All Colby Traveling Team.
Social
Are yon socially well adjusted? Do you have enthusiasm?
Can you handle reponsibility? If your answer is yes to these
questions, and you would like io help ' out with
Novemberfest Weekend give Sam Tucker a call at: X3084.
Food
"Election Day Buffet" November 8th in Dana Dining
Hall. Sam Tucker thought it would be a good idea to have a
live don&ey and elephant on hand for the event. If you
know where one of each can be acquired give Sam a call.

Johnson

Social Stuff
—Screw Your Roommate—Saturday, November 5 in
Johnson Commons Dining Hall, semi-formal, $4 per couple
or $3 per person. Money to your Governor by Saturday
afternoon. Mixed drinks and beer will be served. Set up your
roomie soon.
—Golf Party in East Quad—Changed to Friday,
November 18,8-10 PM due to Novemberfest. Nine different
holes with 9 different beverages.
^Congratulations to Chris Bonner (Johnson) arid Mike
White (Piper) for their winning entries in the T-shirt
contest. Congratulations also to Steven Graber (Small) for
his poster design.**
-Johnston Commons Dinner-Thursday,November 10,5-7
PM in Student Center. Live comedians (and beer and
munchies) after dinner.
Cultural Events
—Every Wednesday ni ght is Faculty Night in Johnson
Commons Dining Hall. Come meet the faculty associates of
Johnson Commons.
Other Stuff
—Twice a month ice cream study breaks for Johnson
Commonsbegin soon,look for them-Johnson Commons College Bowl is tonight (Thursday,
Nov. 3) at 7:30 in Johnson Commons dining hall. One team
from each hall will participate. Winning team moves on th
the all campus final. Food will be served.
-Johnson Commons also needs a. Sophomore room draw
chair. See
Shaun Gager in Johnson 101 if you are
interested.

Mary Low Commons

1. Nov. 6 Commons College Bowl
2:00 p.m. (tent, in Foss dining hall)
2. Nov- 10 All-campus College Bowl
3. Nov 11-12 Novemberfest
4. Nov . 16 International Night in Mary
Low Cof fee House

Chaplin

Screw Your Roommate is this Friday night from 9-1
a.m. in Roberts. There will be mixed drinks in addition to
beer, and music will be played by a DJ. It costs $3 per
couple, or $2 per person. Please give the money to your
governor a_f soon as possible..
Reminder: Each Tuesday is faculty ni ght in the Dining
Hall so lets all make them feel welcome by inviting them
to join us at the table!
continued from page 11
to a football game and to take
fifty books out of the library
at one time. "I di dn't read
t hem all, but I took them out
anyway," he recalls. "Th e
li braries are so l uxur ious
with so many materials, I
would be w i lli ng to be j a iled
in some of them."
A cadem i c ' life in the
Un i ted St a t es mus t seem
from
worlds
away
Bangladesh , from where
recent news reports paint a
gr im p icture. The country

suf fers from tremendous
flood i ng problems , severe
poverty, and overpopulation.
Sihamim, however, likes to be
optimistic. "The government
i s encourag i ng people t o
marry la t e and men t o f i nd
jobs beforehand. M y own
parents were suppor ti ve, but
were not ent i rel y in
agreemen t when I married at
twenty-two while still a
student."
Bangladesh i s expec t ed to
have 140 million people by
the year 2000. Shatnim
elaborates on the point.

Maine s Women s Lobby
majority of legislators were
unaware that the vote was
going on and therefore missed
it. This event encouraged a
group of women to hire a
lobbyist to fight for and
inform legislators of women's
issues.
Tbday, Heck said, the
Lobby has a wide based, bipartisan membership of about
900. The board puts together
a monthly news letter
highlighting pertinant issues
and encourages members to
contact their representatives.
"With a little money and lots
of energy we get things done,"
Heck said.
She is very encouraged by
the positive response the
Lobby has had form its
members and the legislators.
Heck who used to work in
Washington , D.C., was
pleasantly surprised by the
effectiveness bf the Lobby in

by M'Evie Mead
The Maine Women's Lobby
is an organisation born out of
tragedy which has evolved
over ten years to be a saving
grace in the political arena
for many under-represented
women and children.
Colby graduate Karen Heck
'74, former chairperson and
present board member of the
Maine Women's Lobby,
informed the Women's Group
h i s t o r y,
about
the
and
l
i
s
h
m
e
n
t
s,
acomp
objectives of the Lobby last
Thursday evening.
Heck said the Maine
Women's Lobby formed due to
an unfortunate incident in
1978 when a widel y
supported piece of legislation
regarding domestic violence
was not passed: It failed not
because of oppo sition , but
because of i gnorance.
According to Heck, the

Maine. "I never fel t as
though I was more than a
pawn until I came back to
Maine," she said.
Some of the issues the
Lobby concern s itself with
are: reproductive health,
domestic violence, incest,
famil y planning, pay
classification, day care, gay
rights, elderly women, and
parental communication.
Heck, who is employed
with the Kenebeck Valley
Community Action Program,
said that her involvement
with the Lobby is very
rewarding, "It's a lot of fun
knowing that your getting
stuff done."
Thursday, Nov. 3 the
Women's Group is cosponsoring the film Desert
Hearts with the Colby
College Bi-sexual, Lesbian,
and Gay Community at 8 p.m.
in the CoffeeHouse.

The Quiet Republican Club

by Joy Marean
With campaigning coming
to a fast close, the Republican
Club has been participating
in activities such as
travelling to Portland to hear
presidential nominee George
Bush speak , inviting Ted
O'Meara (the congressional
nominee for the 1st district)
to come speak at a club
meeting, and campaigning for
local and state Republican
nominees both downtown and
in Portland.
This week, the club will be
meeting to watch the video
tape of George Bush's rally in
Portland and to discuss the
upcoming election.
The
Maine media coverage of
Bush's rall y last week
focused largel y on the
counter-demonstration staged
by Du k aki s suppor t ers w h o
outnumbered Bush supporters
by about 2 to l.
Contrary to the active
campa i gning
of
the
Democratic Club at Colby,

the Republican Club has kept
a low profile on campus this
year. Instead of campaigning
here at Colby, the club has
turned to the community to
campaign for the Republican
candidates.
Roger Holmes, President of
the Republican Club, states
that "it's a waste of time to
campaign for. the Republican
Party on campus, as there are
so many students from
Massachusetts who will
probably support Dukakis."
He also believes that the
Democratic Club "was
behind Bush. He cites
Republican students as being
influenced by their parents,
and Democratic students
being influenced by professors
here at Colby.
There is a fairl y even split
for students supporting one of
the
two
presidential
candidates, accor ding . to
Holmes,but more students are
overdoing it and approaching
obnoxious (actions)."

. "...it 's a waste of time,

to

campai gn for the
Repu bl ican P arty on
campus , as t here are so
many stu d ents from
M as sa chusetts w h o wil l

proba bly
support
Dukakis ."
- Roger
Holmes ,
President of Colb y 's
Republican Club
As for predicting the results
of next week's election,
Holmes thinks that "there
will be a landslide for Bush."
He believes that "Dukakis
will take Massachusetts,
Washington D.C., Minnesota,
and a few others, burt Bush
will take about forty-five
states." Holmes says that the
club is planning to get
together next Tuesday ni ght
to watch the results come in,
and the club will hold a
victory party if Bush wins
the election.
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Seals
Christmas
Erg-A-Thon A Success
by Elisabeth Fowlie and
Forsyth Kineon
On Saturday October 29 the .

Colby Crew Club held its

first annual Erg-A-Thon.
Team members obtained
sponsors and erged as far as
possible in 45 minutes. Erg is
short for ergometer — a
specific type of rowing
machine (like the one in the
Mary Low weight room).
Using borrowed ergs, forty
four members of the team
rowed 812 miles in over seven
and one half hours. With the

help of students, parents,
faculty, administr ators, and
alumni, the club raised over
$3,000, which the team will
use to purchaseergs for winter
training.
This is the largest single
day fund-raising event in the
history of the club, and it
brings the season's fundraising total to over $4,000.
"The club is ecstatic about
raising this amount of money.
This reflects the enthusiasm
and commitment of our club,
which r ecently requested
varsity status," states officer

Forsyth Kineon.
This event culminates a two
month season which included
four weekend regattas.
W ithout the guidance of a
coach, three varsity boats
and numerous novice boats
tr a ined thr ou gh o ut th e
season. "The team would like
to thank adviser Paul Irgang
for runnin g th e launch in
order to protect the safety of
the rowers at our practices,"
Kineon adds. The team will
regroup in February to begin
training for the spring sprint
season.

Admissions Competition Escalates
by Emily Gallagher
Nerve racking. Tense. Scary.
Difficult. Just a few words from
the mouths of those both surveying and participating in th e
t errif ying yet inevitable act of
applying to college.
We'veallbeen thr oughit,and
I'm sure none of us would want
to relive the experience. Trying
to pick th e best school from
hour-long visits, losing sleep
over ridiculous app li ca tion
essays, and preparing and
panickingbefore interviews are
fortunately all behind us as we
sit atop Mayfl ower Hill,but for
many high school students, the
process has just begun. The
class of 1993 is upon us, and
with more determination than
ever.
For those who thought they
had it tough several years ago

when applying to schools, con-

sider this. In 1982, Colby received 2,548 applications for
freshmen positions. Last year,
they received3,543-an increase
of almost 1000. Evenfrom 1987
t o 1988, applications rose by
about 200 - by far Colby's largest applicant pool ever. Parker
Beverage,Dean of Admissions,
recalls - the admissions staff
conducting 700 interviews in
the month of Au gu st al one,
topping last year's 632. All
evidence proves that the pressure to attend a competitye
college is reaching new heights.
Amy Partridge is a prospective from a small private school
in Baltimore, Maryland. She
hasnowbeento seeColby twice,
and has decided to apply early,
making Colby her first choice.
On her most recent visit, she

spent the night with two freshmen girl s, to "get an idea of
what it's really like here." She
also came to speak t o several
coaches and teachers. An active athlete and art student,
Partridge believes that Colby
possessesthe right combination
of athletics and academics to
suit her interests. Unfortunat ely, she's not the only one.
Every member of the 85 in
Partrid ge's senior class is applying to college; many, including her best friend, are interested in Colby. "The competition makes it uncomfortable
sometimes," Partridge admits.
"In one word, it's nerveracking!"
Ken Barber, a junior at Colby,
has been working for admissions both during the school
year and last summer, giving

Cloudbury Shamin Brings Rich Life
Experience to Colby
by Catherine Andrew
Some professors can teach
you war theory. Othe rs may
be able to relate their own
experiences in a wa r. Mr
Cloudhury Shamim , Colby's
newest government professor ,
can do both.
Shamim, as he prefers to be
called , is a native of
Bangladesh who grew up in
its capital city of Dhaka.
Currentl y t each ing "Research
Design" and "The Theory and
Politics of War " at Colby,
Shamim is just one of the
several forei gn-born memberp
of the Colby commun ity that
has become a familiar face on
campus.
While adding diversity to
Colby life, Shamim also
proves that people from such

different nations are not so
different. As senior Bill
Thayer describes it , "the
stories that Shamim tells in
class about growing up in
Bangladesh , I could imagine
happening anywhere. "
The road to Colb y from
Bangladesh
has been
,
difficult but exciting for
Shamim and his famil y.
Shamim came to North
America alone after receiving
a fellowship to study at the
Institute of International
Affairs at Carleton College
in Ottowa , Canada.
Selling his motorbike ,
cassette recorder and leaving
his wife Daisy behind , he
collected enough money to buy
America , bu t wha t fasc ina tes
hi s own st uden t s are t he
glimpses he gives of his

experience in the Bangladesh
War for Independence. "In
1971, when I was a freshman
at Dhaka Universi ty,- I ran
away. Dhaka University
was a hot bed of political
agitation and, as a a student ,
I felt my life was in danger. "
At that time East Pakistan ,
now Bangladesh , and West
Pakistan were ruled by a
single government located in
West Pakistan . Although the
nation was divided by 1,500
miles of Indian territory, "I
never thought that our
country would break up," he
says. In this turbulent time
Shamim joined the rebel
Bengali
Nationalist
movemen t, wh ich led a nine
month civil war against the
West Pakistani aut horities ,
continued on page 10

t our s and lobby hosting. He

has had much contact with this
year's prospectives, and offer s
some insight to the admissions
scene. He claims, "Most I prospectives] are parents' dream s
- they're athletic,they're intelligent,they're usually vice-president of a club..." But out of the
expected 3,500 applications this
year, only approximately 450
will be here next year - a tough
statistic to face, even with impressive resumes.
Barber always reminds his
tours that, "You're picking the
colleges, the colleges aren't
pickingyou." So what are these
anxious students interested in?
"They [the perspectives] are alt
generally .looking at Colby,
Bates, and Bowdoin when
they're up here," Barber has
observed. "They almost always

ask me why I'm ft. re." The main
questions, however, as both
Barber and Beverage agree,
focus on the balance between
academics and extra-curricular
activities. Other common questions deal with the importance .
of SAT's and student/faculty '
relations. "Most all of the applicants," Beverage notes,
"have done some research on
Colby - they have some impressive questions."
As to the stereotypical Colby
prospective - the one in a blue
sportcoat, khaki pants and loafers or a Laura Ashley dress admissions is doing its best to
maintain diversity. Barber
states, "All perspectives who
come here are shooting for what
Colby wants - they play up the
stereotype to fit in." Upon
continued on page 5

Surplus

continued from page 1
$4,797,000 out of the total" $7
an estimate d 600 grant
reci pients and an average
grant award of $8330. This
resulted in an estimated total
grant awarding of $4,797,000
out of the total $7 million
F.A. budget. The discrepancy
then resulted because the
actual number of recipients
was only 585 and the average
grant award total was $130
lower per recipient.
The surplus was revealed
at the recent Fall Trustee
meeting. Pro fessor Roger
Bowen , elected Faculty
representative to
the
Trustees, sugges ted an
underl ying principle that he
feels should govern F. A.
decisions: "that surpluses are
always unacceptable, deficits
should be the rule."
Administrative
Vice
President
Stanley A.
Nicholson said , however,
that one "shouldn 't ever
expect [the budget] to be right
on. It' s hard to know how the
finances will all turn out" in
the end.
"It's still a
crapshoot, not an exact

science," added Nicholson.
The under-expenditure was
speculated in the F.A. office
as early as June of this year
and as a result a minor
adj ustment was instituted in
the
awarding of F. A.
packages. Now, F.A. students
whose parents attend college
for job-related course work
receive ~ a
"built-in
allowance " into
their
package, Smyth* said. In
addition , prior existing
penalties for late F.A.
applicants were dropped
from standard F.A. procedure.
Smyth was unable to produce
figures showing the number of
F.A. students affected by the
changes.
Over the last five years,
according to Nicholson, the
principle priorities governing
the college's allocation of
funds are faculty salaries,
Financial Aid awards ,
l i b r a ry
acquisitions ,
computing equipment, and
renovation
projects.
Nicholson added , "I' m
satisfied that F.A. is a high
priority absorbing] 16% of
the
e d u c a t i o na l
expenditures."

If anything is left over,
believe me it gets spent," said
Smyth, "there 's never
anything left over." This
was confirmed by Nicholson
who cited some of the various
projects to "benefit from the
$201,000 F.A. surplus:
$"2,000 to the Sciences;
,85,000 for " computing
equipment; $30,000 to Dining
Services; $50,000 f or campus
renovations; $10,000 to the
Psychology Department; 3
pianos; and additional funds
for the automation of Miller
Library.
F.A. award packages are
determined by a coordinated
system of Federal eligibility
rules and Colby's need based
analyses.
S my t h
emphasized that , "the
college is committed to
meeting need as long as it
exists." But, said Nicholson,
"[the college] is not going to
pick up where parents refuse
to ~ pick
up
famil y
contribution." He added that
F.A. awards are "fair but
demanding" in requiring
even-handedness on the part
of reci pients.

continued from page 1
stud y. We will decide what
work study is there for. On
the surface it's for money in
the kids' pockets. We need to
review [the questionnaires] to
see if there are other
reasons."
Colby Vice-President Stan
Nicolson and the Colby
Board of Trustees have both

been notified of the college's
standing and are interested in
lea :ning more from the
students. Depending on what
they find out, a change in the
work-study pay scale could
become policy next year.
Lisa Bubar, head of the
work-study progra m , said,
"[What is decided] all
depends on what we find out.
It's the goals of the students
versus the goals of the work-

Admissions

of protest."
Of the eleven interviewees,
Bowen spoke w i t h t wo of
them. Due to Bowen's article
in the Echo the first student
rethought his decision to
interview with CIA, but
decided to go through with
it. Bowen stated,"we talked

before the interview, and I
admire his integrity to
confront the issue."
The
second student
confronted Bowen in a "very
aggressive and combative
way," according to Bowen.
With the two people who
spoke with me, I was given
the chance to try to persuade
them. They gave free and

open debate a chance," he
said.
Another attempt at civil
disobedience v/as Bowen's
suggestion to some senior
interviewees to sign up for an
interview with the CIA and
cancel at the last minute, so
as to leave open spots.
However, "they failed to go
through with it ," stated
Bowen.

Work Study

Protest
CIA
continued from page 2

Hagar

continued from page 2
the ads and overtly
"publicize them." He cited
t he
abo li she d
Fair
C a mpa i gn
Prac ti ces
comm it tee as th e f ormer
vers i on of t h i s, and
encouraged that a new
committee be formed.
Concern i ng the po ll s,
Hager encouraged the med ia
t o i nsti tute "bett er qua li ty
po lls" as well as "pu t t ing
them in perspective so they
won 't
become
allencompassing." He stated
that they currentl y "can be
bandwagon ... self-fulf illing
prophec ies," a nd i t i s the
media 's responsibility to
avoid that.
Finally, he
addressed the issue of the
concurrent election nigh t
media covera ge, and

viewerconsequently
effected voting. His answer
was "to close all polls at
once" to ensure objec ti ve
voting,
Af ter h is speech, dur i ng
an open f or u m of quest i ons
f rom t h e aud i ence, Hager
was asked if he believed
that "T.V. was the most
(of
tr ivial
current
communication mediums),"
and he was as k ed t o
commen t on the irony of the
most important election in
our country being dominated
by "the lowest common
denom inator , T.V., . wh ere
the minor issues dominate."
Hager asserted that "the
format of television news
forced a more superf icial
agenda , but he said, "I don 't
think that . T.V. news is
tr ivial. " When asked to
comment on a sometimes

continued f rom page 4

speaking to the applicants,
however, the differences
between them are easily
detected and appreciated.
Beverage stressed the
importance of minority
students' contributing to the
diversity, and . has been

anti-press feeling perceived
in the general public, Hager
replied, "I think the one-onone (viewer/reporter )
relationship is pretty good
... people like to say they're
down on the press ... I don't
know if th ey really mean it
... people tend to trust who
they watch every night."
Pro f essor Chi p Tav i n
stated that Bob Hager "is a
qual ity repor t er w ho did a
quality talk on what the
role o f t h e me di a has
become." He added t h at i f
this lecture were combined
with next week's l ecture
gi ven by, Rush Kidd er of t h e
Chr isti an Science Mon i tor ,
"the central dilemma of
American po lities...the
election being decided on
tr i v i al issues " w ill be full y
covered and thoroughly
discussed.

Complaints Facing
Financial Aid

by Janet Boudreau
The Financial Aid Office is
often charged with luring
prospective students with
appealing monetary award
packages and then, once those
students
are
f i r m ly
established into the Colby
scene, dropping their aid
considerably.
The Class of '91 received an
average aid package of $9850
in 1987-88. The average
award for Class of '91
recipients increased $60 the
subsequent year, while the
7% tuition hike was $1,200.
"I feel screwed," said
sophomore Jane Maloney,
"[Financial Aid] enabled me
to come here by giving me a
raise in my grant. After I had
been here, they took it away.
In addition, she added, "they
have this incredible ability
to manipulate figures."
Director of Financial Aid

Lucia Smyth acknowledged
this perception, but cited
specific reasons wh y aid
packages historicall y are
lowered from Freshman to
Sophomore year. First, there
are automatic "self-help"
increases of $500 for each
subsequent year built into the
awarding system.
Secondly, the figures used
to determine Freshman class
aid packages are based on
estimates because they are
completed before tax returns
are filed. Finally, Federal
regulation requires that
readjustments are made when
an "over-award" has been
given due to inaccurate or
altered information.
"I don't f eel like they'll
sympathize or take care of
my needs," added Maloney,
"I totally tense up whenever I
enter that office. I don't feel
warm or welcome."

Bixler

continued from page 1

involved in several events
recently that hope to bring
more minority students to
Colby in next year's freshman
class.
Although this year has so
far shown a rise in interest in
Colby, Beverage realizes
that it would be unusual for
the applicant pool to continue
increasing.
"We cannot
expect to keep going up and
up, that
would
be
unrealistic," he states.

the
library, the art department,
and the music department,
which are all contained in
one building. Also, Meader
noted, this work will have to
suffice for the next fifteen or
twenty years. Renovation and
expansion of Bixler seems to
occur in fifteen year cycles.
The last time the building
was dealt with in any way
was in 1973, and fourteen
years after its original
construction in 1959.
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The Foreigner Labelled A Success
by Gregory Russell
This past weekend Strider
Theatre was graced with the
production of The Foreigner, a
modern .comedy written by
Larr y Shue and direct ed by
Colby junior Leo Flanagan.
Th e
c ast
i n c l u d ed
Tremain ,
C h r i s t o p her
Maggie. Lacey, Amy Davis,
J on Nuquist, Doug Kaplan,
James Heimbach, and Glenn
Porter. Leo, the entire ca st,
production , a nd t echni cal
staffs co ntribut ed t o a
ma gnificent showca se o f
Colby talent.

The story is set in a small
town in Georgia sometime in
the recent past at Betty
Meek's Fishing Lodge Resort.
Charlie, played by James
Heinbach, is brought t o th e
Lodge by his good friend Sgt.
Froggy LeSeuer, played by
Doug Kaplan. Charlie's wif e
is sick in the hospital a nd
Froggy feels the Lodge is the
perfect place for Charlie to
escape for some peace and
quiet for a few days.
Charlie Baker's problems
run even deeper when he
reveal s that he is an

intensely boring and wimpy
individual. This less than
stellar personality has
caused his wife to seek
excitement
elsewhere,
namely by sleeping with no
less than twenty-three other
men.
Charlie's only request of
Froggy is that the people at
the Lod ge not speak to him
at all because the nervous
condition brought upon him
by hi s wife ha s m a d e him
practicall y incapable of
communication. Froggy takes
continued on page 11

Quebec : A Fascinating Escape
by Drew Simmons
As you take your first step
into the cobblestone streets of
old Quebec, the tantali zin g
aroma of freshly baked
pastries spins your head one
way.
The magnificent
architecture of the Chateau
Frontenac spins it back. The
small resturants and shops
tease and delight travellers
of all nationalities with the
sights, sounds, and smells of
Europe.
Isolated within its ancient
^
walls, Old Quebec has
managed to fend off the
modernization which has
created a bustling metropolis
around it. Maintaining a
living history only three and
a half hours from Colby, the
opportunity is too great to
miss.

In 1535, Jacques Cartier, a-

French explorer happened
upon a Huron Indian village
on the banks of the St.
Lawrence river. Ousting the
Indians from the area to
make way for French
expansion, the Hurons made
it their goal to hinder France
in any way possible. In 1608,
Samuel de Champlain
established there the first
permanent European base in
Canada- Quebec. The city
fell to the hands of the
British after the Battle of
Quebec on the "Plains of
Abraham" in 1763.
The mixture of diehard
French catholics and English
protestants has lasted
through this century. Both
english and french is spoken
in Quebec- so monolingual

Muldoon
To Speak
Irish • poet , Paul
Muldoon, whom the TIMES
LITERARY SUPPLEMENT
called "the most charismatic
poet now writing in England
and Ireland," will be reading
from his recently published
SELECTED POEMS this
Thursday in the Robinson
Room of the library at 8pm.
Muldoon writes With
elegance , grace
and
imagination about subjects as
diverse as famil y, romantic
love, and politics.
The son of a
commercial mushroom
grower, Muldoon was born in
Northern Ireland in 1951. He
published his first collection
of poems when he was only

twenty-one, He's published
five volumes since. Ireland's
greatest contemporary poet,
Seamus Heaney, has said of
his work, "Muldoon seems to
me.unusually gifted, endowed
with an individual sense of
rh ythym, a natural and
copious vocabulary, a
technical accomplishment
and intellectual boldness
that mark him as the most
promising poet to appear in
Ireland for years." He's been
a producer for the BBC in
Belfast and has taugh t at
Cambridge. This year he's
teaching at Columbia and
Princeton, and he comes to
Colby as part of the Visiting
Writers Series.
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the audience and the
commission members.
The first gentleman who
spoke urged the audience to
"utilize what facilities we
have, not only in the public,
but also in the private
sector." Fie made reference to
utilization of the Muskie
Center and stressed the
"importance of flexibility
and innovation in social
programs."
Environmental issues were
also addressed,. such as the
pollution of China Lake and
the solid waste problem. A
spokesman from the Kennebec
Health Center informed the
listeners of the effective and
safe use of s,ludge(watertreated solid waste) as a
fertilizing agent on farms.
In addition , Al Hall,
Superintendent of Waterville
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Public Schools gave a brief Any , concerned citizen
speech on education and the wishing to comment on a
family. He appealed to future agenda for Maine or
parents to acknowledge the willing to volunteer their
importance of informing their services should contact the
children of current problems Commission on Maine's Future
in society, like drugs and by writing to the office at the
AIDS. Hall stressed that State Planning Office, State
children need to be informed House Station 38, Augusta,
even at the elementary Maine 04333 or by calling 289school age.
3261.
The Maine's f u ture gro u p,
consisting of a chair, a vice
chair , and thirty eight
mem b ers , represents a '
"diverse group, ranging from
f armers t o bus inessmen t o
state representatives."
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F.A. An Embarrassment
For the past four years my parents have paid Colby's
Business Office more than $65,000.00 in tuition bills, with
this year's $17,200.00 the highest yet.
The resulting sacrifices my parents have made have
taught me that education is not a right, it is a privilege. It
is something which shapes the lives of everyone who take
part in such an experience. I look forward to the day when I
am able to give my children the same educational
opportunities given to me by my parents.
Such educational convictions are why I am appalled at
the existence of a $201,000.00 surplus in the Financial Aid
grant award budget. I find the concepts of "surplus money"
and Financial Aid incompatible. For if the purpose of
Financial Aid is to bring students in need of assistance to
Colby's campus, then there should never be any surplus
money. I, too, echo Professor Roger Bowen's sentiment that,
"surpluses are always unacceptable, deficits should be the
rule."
Do not misunderstand me. I understand education costs
money. That its benefits and rewards cannot come without a
price tag. Yet I refuse to accept Administrative Vice
President Stanley A. Nicholson's excuse that awarding
financial aid is "still a crapshoot." Not only is this ah
unsatisfactory means of justif ying the existence of a surplus,
but it is an inconsiderate, even offensive answer to offer a
student whose educational future is held in the balance.
Compounding my outrage is the fact that the surplus
money is going to other areas rather than' remaining in the
Financial Aid budget. Now I understand that the Financial
Aid office is concerned about abuses within the system.
That they are leery about handing out more money than
necessary to bring a student to Colby's campus. But if "the
college is truly committed to meeting need as long as it
exists," as Director of Financial Aid Lucia Smyth says it is,
then surpluses ought never be reallocated outside the
Financial Aid Office. Instead the money ought to be put
aside for special purposes, like minority scholarships.
The Financial Aid surplus proves that Colby ou ght to
reevaluate its commitment to extent assistance to those in
need, but its reallocation undermines its very reason for
.being.
Such blunders are an embarrassment to the College, as
well as to myself.
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Hard Alcohol Issue Clarified
The Student Affairs
Committee of the College is
writing this letter in an
attempt to rid the campus of
the rumors concerning the
college's policy and attitude
toward hard alcohol.
There never was a motion,
or a desire, to ban hard
alcohol or hard alcohol
punches from all campus or
private parties. The Student
Affairs Committee of the
College felt there was a need
to examine the issue of punch
parties because of the high
potency of these drinks in
comparison to beer or wine.
In_ extensive discussions
about the subject of hard
alcohol and punch parties,

our only concern was for the
safety of the Colby student.
By no means is this an effort
by the Dean of Students'
Office to become proponents
of prohibition nor is it an
effort tp further attempts to
rid the campus of underground
fraternities.
The issue is safety and the
cause of the issue is the
number of alcohol related
injur ies and accidents. The
concern of the committee was
for the partygoer who is not
aware of the fact, that one
glass of punch, depending on
potency, could be the
equivalent of 3-5 or more
beers. In addition, because of
the sweet taste of mixers.

partygoers mi ght not even
believe that there is much
alcohol in these drinks until
it is too late.
Because neither the
committee nor the Dean of
Students Office wants to
over-regulate campus life, we
realized that for now,
banning hard alcohol was not
the appropriate answer. But,
we did feel that something
needed to happen to educate
the campus about the
potential
hazards
of
excessive drinking.
Therefore, the Student
Affairs Committee of the
College recommended the
following proposal which

Partaking In Student Decision
Making Deemed Insulting
We have endured Professor
Bowen's attacks in the Echo
on Colby Student' values for
weeks on end. We felt that
his editorial in the October
27 issue (A Professional Liar
And Namine- the Nameless)
was based on poor logic
exaggerations. Furthermore,
there have been few if any
challenges to Bowen 's
assertions, and as silence is
often perceived as agreement,
we felt that we should
respond.
We may have been able to
accept Bowen's posi tion if he
had not strayed from his
initial argument that Arthur
Hulnick, spokesperson for the
CIA, lied about the CIA's
involvement in the contra
disinformation campaign .
Whether or not Hulnick lied

is debatable, and it is of the interview..." This, he
Bowen's right to conclude believes is important based
from his own research and on his belief that, "...Colby
findings, that he did indeed educators should...challenge
lie. This we take no the values of students,
exception.
especially...where...a
' However, we are astounded student is considering .
with
an
and insulted that Bowen feels emp loyment
he should in any way institution that regards lying
partake in any and every as a necessity if not a virtue."
This answer should not only
students decision to take an
to
satisf y civil
interview with the CIA, or fail
any other institution for that libertarians, as Bbwen notes
matter. Why must those of us is likel y, but it comes
who do not value his opinion nowhere close to satisf ying
on the issue be unwantingly three Seniors who are
confronted by it? Bowen responsible enough to
threateningly stated in his research and make career
article that if he could find decisions for ourselves. We
out the names of those signing believe that Colby students
up for the interviews with should use every possible
the CIA, "...their identities means to challenge -the
should be made known to the values of- Colby educators,
Colby community in advance continued on page 9

Bowen. The Witch Hunter
As I read Roger Bpwen's way in which Bowen
article on CIA recruiting ("A compared h i s own inten t s
Pro f ess i onal Li ar And with the actions of Joseph
Nam ing the Nameless^) in McCarth y dur i ng his
last week' s Echo , I was "communist threat" campai gn
extremely amused by his of the early 1950's.
I'm sure that on more-than
proposal concern i ng those
interviewing with the CIA. one occasion Bowen has
Most amusing to me was the labeled what McCarthy felt

an d su b sequen t ly did as

absurd. Yet Bowen seems to be
taking initial steps in the
direction of his own personal
Colby /CIA "witch hunt."

If Bowen asks you for
matches, lend h i m a copy of
The Crucible instead.
Lawrence R occa '89

IntimidationUnwarranted
Some

may feel tha t
st udents ser iously interested
in working for the CIA are
misguided. Such feelings,
however, ,do not license the

harassment

or

or

intimidation of those who

choose to interview with CIA not to bull y others into
representatives on campus. As accepting our views.
members of an educational
Robert P. McArthur
community our duty is to
Vice President for •
pursue the truth vigorously
Academic Affairs and\Dean
and to present the truth as we
of Faculty
see it forcefull y, but certainl y

Bowen ' s Stance On CIA Challenged
students." While even Bowen
himself in' his article
questions the morality of
publicly printing names, his
mere suggestion of it insults
me and many other fellow
students because it indicates
that he has crossed the line
from educating students about
moral principles and ethical
values to dictating what
those principles and values
should be.
I am of the belief that
there are two sides to every
argument and that a mature
person should weigh both
sides, making a decision
based on his or her o w n
interpretation of the facts
and his or her own morals and
ethical values. I believe
Bowen's job in "using every
possible means to challenge
the values of students" was to
reveal the lies of the CIA,
which he did. I thank him
for showing enough concern
for the Colby student body to
do so but I criticize him for
failing to have enough trust
in the intelligence of the
Colby student to make
important career decisions for
him or herself.
By
threatening to reveal the
names of potential CIA
recruits, Bowen has clearl y
demonstrated this mistrust.
Not wanting to hide
behind my pen I, along with a
good friend who had an
interview with the CIA,
confronted Bowen to present
our problems with l\is article.
While I'll admit that I was
ready for a showdown over

his threaj to reveal the
names of CIA interviewees,
which Bowen informed me
were posted outside of career
services anyway for anyone
who was truly interested to
see, he quickly demonstrated
to me that he too had a
problem with his threat to
reveal the names. Bowen
related to us, "I'm. not sure
why I said in my article that
I would print the names if I
could find out who they were.
I guess I j ust wanted to
challenge the students
signing up for the interviews
by doing anything I could to
persuade them not to
interview with the CIA. I'm
not going to print the names."
My friend and I went on
to hash out our misgivings
about his article and I began
to develop a different view of
the Roger Bowen I was
talking to from the Roger
Bowen who wrote the article.
The Roger Bowen I met with
in his office came across as a
man genuinely concerned with
the career decisions of Colby
students. Yet, the problem
that remains is that this
genuine concern for Colby
students does not come across
to many in the Colby
community in his article.
In our meeting we
reminded Bowen that not all
of the 11 students who signed
up with the CIA did so to
become undercover agents or
spies, a view Bowen does not
mention once in his article.
Many, like my friend, signed
up out of interest in analyst

Hulnick
is
a
liar.
Furthermore, we can infer
t ha t Bowen does not wan t us
continued from page 8
Any Colby senior knows very to pursue employment in any
well what Professor Bowen's business or institutions that
views are about the CIA. h ave i n some wa y been
W hy must h e go a st ep associated with lies? We
further
and
verball y agree that this would be
challenge a student with his ideal, but unfortunately lies
vi ews wh en t h ey are no t and scandals have occurred in
sought, and make public a numerous institutions in the
stu den t s desi re to research U.S., including the institution
of education as demonstrated
the CIA on his or her own?
Fur t hermore , P r ofessor i n th e recent sexua l
Bowen's article is logicall y d iscri m inat ion scandal a t
incorrect in a number of areas. Colby.
Fi nall y, we are no t
First, taking an interview or
surpr
i sed tha t Bowen took
even a job with the CIA does
not make you a prospect ive the opportun ity to rela te his
agent or spy, as Bowen infers. po ints t o the presidenti al
Although statistics are not campaign, so we will respond
published , one can estima t e to these as well. Bowen
t hat the CIA employs exp lains that in deciding
thousands of workers, of how to vote next Tuesday, we
which a tiny percentage are should acknowledge that,
actuall y spies. Second , "Bush shows poor judgement
Bowen 's claim that the CIA in selecting advisors (and
Presidential
regards lying as a "necessi ty V i c e
candidates)."
Bowen basis
if not a virtue" is ah
inappropriate exaggeration; this argument on Bush's
We are not sure on what appointment of his National
informat ion Bowen basi s h i s Secur ity Advisor , Donald
Gregg, a former Itighranking
claim, but such a strong
o f f i c ial ,
who
statement warrants more CIA
recommended to CIA Director
than His assertion that

Casey that a particular CIA
agent set up a pro-Contra
Ministry of Propaganda. If
you are pro-Sandanista, and
other Presidential issues
have little significance to
you, then we suppose this
could be deciding fac t or in
who to vote for as President.
If it's a question of who shows
poorer j u d gemen t i n
appo in ti ng adv i sors , we
shou ld t ake a l oo k a t
Duka ki s ' recor d. For
examp l e , Gerar d
T.
In d el i ca t o ,
f ormer
Massac h use t ts
adu lt
education program chief who
was indicted on charges tha t
he defrau ded the sta t e of
more than $70,000, .was a
D u k a k is
appointee.
Concerning Bowen's crit icism
of Senator Quayle as Bush's
Vice Presidential cand idate,
if Quayle is such a poor
choice, than according to the
polls, the Democratic ticket
must be extremel y weak for
Bush to be able to overcome
alleged
Q u a y le ' s
incompetence.
G. Robert Schwandt '89
Thomas Wilde '89
Donald Darby '89

Brian Murphy
I am writing this editorial
in response to Professor Roger
Bowen ' s
article ,
A
Professional Liar a n d
Naming the Nameless which
appeared in last week's Echo
of October 27th. In this
article Professor Bowen
reveals proven " lies CIA
spokesperson Arthur Hulnick
told at the CIA information
session held at Colby on
October 18th. I attended this
session, and like Bowen
believe that Hulnick did
more than just "bend the
truth" in response to some
tough questions from the
Colby audience. He did
indeed lie and I app laud
Bowen for helping bring the
real truths to li ght in the
informations session and in
his article. On the other
hand, I am insulted by his
threat in the article that, "If
I can find out their names
(those who signed up for -an
interview with the CIA), or
if anyone can discover who
these students are, then their
identities should be made
known to the Colby
community in advance of
their interview with the
CIA,"
Bowen justified this idea
publicizing
the names of
of
potential CIA recruits- by
saying that his idea "...stems
from a firml y held belief
that Colby educators should
use every possible means to
challenge the values of

Bowen

positions which would only
include analysing data and
p olicies.
d e v e l o p ing
Although Bowen made a good
point in that analysts too can
be guilty of contributing to
immoral acts by the CIA, he
painted a broad picture, too
broad in fact, by classifying
everyone who signed up with
the CIA as potential spies.
Another important point
which Bowen conceeded to us
in our talk but neglected to
mention in his article is that
many people took interviews
with the CIA simply to find
out more information about
the agency. Not everyone
who signed up with the CIA
definitely wants to work for
them. Many seniors this year
will take interviews with
companies they are pretty
sure they won't work for.
Should students who simply
want to find out information
strai ght from the source as
opposed to just Roger Bowen's
view, be threatened with
public criticism for that? I
think not.
I'm greatful that I had
the chance to air my views
with Roger Bowen so as to get
a better idea of the real
intentions of his article.
While I still disagree with
some of his views and
methods, at least now I know
that he was not trying to
block Colby students from
interviewing for a career
opportunity with the CIA, he
was only trying to dissuade
them from doing so.
The real problem of

g
Partakin
continued, frotri page 8

was unanimously approved
by the Board of Governors
and accepted by the Dean of
Students and is now in effect.
As a first step effort in
addressing our concerns about
hard liquor , the Student
Affairs Committee of the
College recommends t ha t we:
a) embark on an
educat i ona l approach t o
alert students to the dangers
of punch by:

Bowen s article, however,
still remains. Many in the
Colby community, like myself
before I talked to Bowen, are
irate at his suggestion of the
public acknowledgement of
CIA interviewees. While I
am still insulted that Bowen
printed this possible plan in
his article, at least I have
had the opportunity to
discuss my grievances with
him. Unfortunately, it seems
impossible that all people
upset with Bowen can have
that same chance. Thus,
many of the good points he
made in his defense when I
talked to him, points not
made in his article, will not
be heard by those disturbed
by his views. Not only did
Bowen make a mistake by
threatening to print students'
names but he also failed to
realize the power he
possessed when he wrote his
article. I feel that students
on both sides of the issue
have taken a wrong view of
Bowen's true intentions in his
article because of his failure
to included all pertinent facts
and his inconsideration of the
maturity and intelligence of
all Colby students. What
Bowen fails to realize is that
he has detracted from some of
his own solid arguments
because of this. Hopefull y,
Professor Bowen will learn
from his mistakes so that in
the future he will more fairly
"use every possible means to
challenge the values of the
students".

the College to the ECHO
regarding our concerns about
the use and abuse of alcohol
and our initial educa tional
approach.
The
motion
passed
unanimously.
Again, the purpose of this
proposal, is not to overl y
restrict party hosts. It is an
attempt
to
increase
awa reness an d saf ety in our
social environment.
For now , the committee is
satisfied with this approach
1. placing war n ing notices as a star ti ng poi n t whi le we
and information about cont i nue our st u dy to see if
contents at tbe punch.
there
are
additional
measu res to fur t her ensure
2.
a s k i ng
safety to our community.
BAR to run in f orma ti ona l
art icles in t he ECHO before
parties.
traditional
The Members of the
b) add to the party
reg i s t ra t ion process a Student Affairs Committee
of the College
provision to warn hosts about
the dangers ' of serv i ng h ar d
liquor.
£) send a letter from the
Student Affairs Committee of

Football
continued from page 16

Ayers: "It's just nice to beat
Bates and Web Harrison,
because I reall y don 't like
him." Added Valeri: "It was
great because [Bates] is a
tea m that I really can 't
stand."
Deutch. had a different
reason for relishing the-win.
"He's [Harrison] reall y
competitive and it's nice to
beat him. It's really nothing
against the guy personalit y.
It was nice to beat them
because they are such a fierce
rival. "
The Mules led 19-3 before
the fourth quarter started
and many fans were hoping
for a blowout. Instead coach
Torn Austin elected to grind
out the clock with a
conservative running game.
The end result was tailback
Brian Cooley 22 carries for 79

yards,l TD, fullback Jon
Bartlett 18 for 80,1 TD, and no
revenge blowout. Prescott felt
that not trying to run up the
score was a nice touch: "It just
shows the class that we have
in winning.
Indeed , the Mules have
displayed class throughout
the season. They have
resisted the temptation to
gloat after both wins this
season. They know that they
cannot afford to be cocky or
arrogant after winning only
three games in the last four
years.
This
S at u r d ay
at
Middlebury, they will take
their workmanlike and
confident attitude with them
in an attempt to break two
dubious streaks. Colby has
not won a road game in
fourteen strai ght tries nor
have they
won
two
consecutive games since
beating Tufts and then

winning at Middlebury, 3736, in 1984.
Do not expect the Mules to
be flat this week. They beat
Tufts and then had a slight
let down in losing to
Wesleyan 30-28. They have
learned their lesson and as
Guy Prescott said, "We're
going to go down to
Middlebury and take it to
them."
A number of significant
notes
about
Colb y 's
performance: The White
Mule defense, which had
been ranked last in NESCAC
for points allowed, did not
allow a touchdown for the
first time since 1981. Colby
got drive ending interceptions
by Scott Stanwood and Mitch
Rogers as well as two fumble
recoveries that directl y led
to scores.
The
other
Colb y
touchdown, besides Bartlett's
and Cooley's, came oh junior

Joe Vecchi's 97 yard kick off
return. Vecchi now has two
returns for touchdowns and
they have been timely as
both have come in the Colby
wins this year. Vecchi still
has the highest average per
catch in NESCAC with 22.3 a
grab and needs 171 yards in
the final two games to break
David Lane's record set in
1971.
The game this Saturday
will be on WMHB 90.5 FM:
Pregame starts at 12:45 with
kickoff at 1:00.

Shamin

continued from page 4

"I was a guerilla," he says,
"but I didn 't kill anybody. I
was a Bengali National."
Shamim took part in
gunrurining operations and
transporting medicines from
India into Bangladesh. The
danger involved became a
reality several times, when
at checkpoints he would be
interrogated with a gun
pointed directly at his head.
He was able to save his life
by convincing the guard that
he was a loyal Pakistani.
"M y life hung in that
balance," he says, "and I'm
not sure why I was not shot."
himself a one-way airplane
ticket. "My father, who was
a government, official, gave
me the best education he
could, but there was no way
he could have sent me to
Canada."
Shamim had graduated
from Dhaka University with
First Class Honors and this
fellowship allowed him to
continue studying political
science beyond the resources
available in Bangladesh.
"The day I got the
fellowship was the most
wonderful day of my lif e," he
says. "I was overjoyed ."
By sav ing most o f h is
stipend from the fellowship,
Sh amim was able t o send f or
Daisy in four months. They
stayed in Canada until 1978,
and , after finishing his
We're looking for the best of the class of 1989 to be part of our 120 year Masters , Shamim went to the
Un i vers it y of Southern
tradition of growth and stability. (
Cal i f orn ia to comple te his
The Met Life family of companies now provide a wide range of insurance, Ph.D. Throug hout these
investment, real estate, health care and other financial products and services. years , the fam il y was
rel ian t on Shamim's
In order to continue as an industry leader, we are searching for high quality af elllways
owship money, f or he ha d
graduating seniors to meet the exciting challenges that lie ahead. People who also received a Fulbright
are intelligent and are self-starters, anxious to apply themselves. People who Scholarship, a grant f rom the
Asia Founda tion , an d a
ask questions. People with a sense of urgency and bias toward action.
h i g hl y
c o m p e t i t i ve
d i scer t a t ion f ellowship f ro m
U.S.C. To supp lement his
Metropolitan Life will be conductin g an Information Session on your campu s
i ncome , S h am i m b egan
Wednesda y,November 9th , 1988 at 7PM in the Whitney Room, Rober ts Union. The
teaching. While at U.S.C,
, featured speakers will be : Lex Brunin i, Vice Presiden t-Grou p Insurance Marke ting,
he taug ht a model Un i ted
Grou p Staff Operations , and Ms. Jane Klir, Real Estate Investment, Gradua te of Met
Na ti ons course , which h e
Life's Managemen t Associate Program . Please plan to att end . We're looking forward
wi l l be t each i ng at Colby
to meeting you!
over Jan Plan.
Sham im enjoys talk ing
about his years as a studen t in
In ad diti on to these roles .i n
the war , Shamim also
Tjyp AND AFFILIATED COMPANIES
worked as a liberation radio

111 1987,

Wall Stre et
cert ainl y had
an impact on
Met ropolitan Life .
Total assets increased to over$116 billion.
Net investment income reached $7.4 billion.
Total revenues were $27.9 billion.
Surplus reserves rose to $3 billion.

What impact can you make?

g% Metrop olitan

Life

A N E QUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

news

broadcaster

and

describes it modestly as a

"white collar job." He
emphasizes that the radio
played a major role in the
independence of the nation.
"Most Bengalis were not
armed with weapons, but
they depended on the
liberation radio to report the
activities of the rebel forces
and the anti-government
news. The State radio would
broadcast that everything
was fine."
As Radio Free Bangladesh
took an entirely antijgovernment stance, Shamim's
participation once again put
his life and the lives of
others in danger. "People
knew my voice but I never
said my name over the radio.
There
were
small
celebrations for me when I
returned to Dhaka, but my
family and friends were in
danger because of me."
He recalls the violence of
the war and agrees that war
is hell. "I never thought I
would survive. Many of. my
friends were killed and my
roommate
at
Dhaka
University is an M.LA. My
history
teacher
was
identified as someone against
the. government, so they
picked him up from home and
his body was found later in a
field. It was such a shock to
go back to the University and
see how many professors were
missing."
Today Shamim likes to
consider that era far behind.
Understandabl y, Waterville,
Maine offers quite a change of
scenery and lifestyle and
Shamim seems to appreciate
the differences, "the space in
Amer
ica and Canada was a
pleasant shock after living in
Bangladesh. You hardly see
anyone on the streets. I think
I have been spoiled by it.
When I go back home an d see
so many peop le , that' s a
shock."
S h am i m not i ces ot her
differences from . life in
Bang la desh such as the roles
of women in the West. "You
see so many women in the
shopping malls. My wife is
becoming a f eminist," h e says
with a smile, "and she loves
it. "
Also str iki ng h i m as
strange , in his days as a
student and now as a teacher
is the lack of formality
between s t u d en t s an d
pro f essor, an d t he a bsence of
st uden t pol i t ica l movement s
on ihe campuses. "When I
went to Carleton I " kept
l ook i ng f or the studen t
demonstrations. There had
been so many at Dha k a
Un i versit y tha t I had begun
to ignore them."
Shamim consid ers the best
t hings a bou t North Ameri ca
to be the sports , (especiall y
footba ll), the beauty of the
sta te parks , and the resources
ava ilable in the libraries.
The first things he did after
arriving in Canada were to' go
;
continued on page 3

Foreigner

also forms between Charlie
and Ellard Simms, a semicontinued from page 6
retarted boy played by Chris
care of the request by telling Tremain. Charlie's disguise
the people at the Lodge that enables him to listen in on the
Charlie is a foreigner who conversations of Rev. Lee and
speaks no English at all and Owen Musser, played by
that he must be left alone. Glenn Porter and Jon Nuquist
However , some of the respectively, who p lan t o
inhabitants of the Lodge secretly overrun the Lodge for
become quite attached to the the benefit of the reverand
mysterious
foreigner , and the Ku Klux Klan. The
especially Betty Meeks, the climax of the story occurs
vociferous old Lodge owner when the ignorant Musser
plans a clan me etin g at th e
played by Amy Davis.
A very special relationship Lodge to lynch the supposed

Poetry Contest
Here is an opportunity for
Due to several requests, we
have extended the entry people to sculpt their ideas
deadline for our new poetry and f eelin gs with word s, to
contest to November 30, 1988 , share their hearts and
to afford additional time for consciences , and to be
entrants to prepare for the recognized and rewarded for
their creativity. Cameron
competition.
Prizes (up to $1,500 cash Publi shin g Company shares a
per prize) will still be personal interest in poetry
awarded on or before with ma ny of your readers. I
December 15, 1988. The hav e had the honor of bein g
enclosed news release published through other
explains this change and national poetry contests. It is
details other contest rules. I a great thrill to become
sincerely appreciate any published, and even better to
publishings or our previous win awards for such personal
news
releases , and creativity!
respectfull y request you to
Michael A Neher, M.A.
also publish the enclosed
Contest Director
release to update your
Cameron
Publishing
readers on the contest.
Company

Dear Whitey
Dear Whitey,
I'm ba sically a fat
guy. My roommate thinks I'm
fat, nny RA thinks I'm fat, my
mom thinks I'm fat, . It's
becoming increasing ly
difficult to carry on a
conversation without hearing
about body fat and water
retention. I feel that this is a
problem that you can
understand- what should I
do.

HEAVY IN THE HEIGHTS
Dear Heavy,
Either go on a diet or
quit whining about your gut.
You 're probably lazy and
watch a lot of TV, which is
OK. Don't leave your room
unless you go with someone
whose heavier than you.
Remember, the best way to
look skinny is to hang out
with fat people.

ML P
HQ

UHJTiy
R amblings

continued from page 13
seemed to stop on a hot day
last June. , Trading Charles
Oakl ey, the best defensive
rebounder in the league for
often hurt Bill Cartwright ,
are you crazy ? Michael
Jordan can't score if he doesn't
get the ball. Four months
later this still doesn't make
any sense to 'me.
The Wayne Gretzky trade
was not the most lopsided or
strangest trade of all time, it
wasn't even the strangest one
of the summer. At any rate

welcome back to the middle
of the pack v in the N.B.A.
Chicago. I hope you enjoyed
your year of glory.
Eastern
Conference
Champion: (It breaks my
heart to type this in) Detroit
Piistons. The mystique is gone,
the Pistons know they can
beat the Celtics, and they do
have a better team..However
there is one to follow: never
bet against Larry Bird . If
Bird is healthy and rested,
don't count the Celtics out.
Next week- Western
Conference preview and
much, much more rambling.

foreigner.
Leo Flanagan succesfully
created
a
congenial
in
thi s
atmosp h e r e
production as well as
allowing -. the suggestive
themes of white s-upremacy
and deceit to make a moral
impact The comedy was
flawless and very strong
throug hout the play.
Heimbach was stunning in hi s
ability to impersonate the
clueless, innocent foreigner
through his interactions with
the other characters. His

dialogues with Tremain were
humorous and extremely
touching as Charlie was
instrumental in allowing the
mentall y handicapped
Ellard to realize he had
potential and ability just like
any other person.
The biggest challenge for
Leo Flanagan and the cast
was to effectively show the
character development of
throug h hi s
Charlie
as
interaction, the foreigner,
with the other characters.
The transformation of

Charlie from a feeble
indi v idu al t o a br ave, caring
person was produced
beautif ull y. The accents were
also produced believably:
especially those required of
Maggie Lacey,Amy Davis,
and Doug Kaplan.

Bowen Clarifies His
Reasons For Naming
The Nameless
Two of the eleven Colby
seniors who chose to
interview with the CIA have
contacted me in order to
express their concern about
bein g id entif i ed publi cl y. I
assured them both that I was
not interested in embarrassing
them or in lending my hand to
their ostracization. I did
point out to them, however,
that the y should think twice
about why they feared
embarrassment oi* being
ostracized, suggesting that it
has something to do with the
organization of ill-repute
that they chose to interview
with.
I explained to them that
the names of every, student
interviewing with the CIA
are part of the public domain,
open to anyone who bothers to
go to Career Services and
read the list of interviewees
posted on the office doors. In
fact I did this. One of the two
students interested in a career
with the Agency had been
told by someone in Career
Services that I had gotten
the names and wanted to
know what my intentions
were. He argued forcefully
that to have them printed in
the Echo would serve no
purpose, and I had to agree
with him. I suggested instead
that 1 would like for him and
the ten others to give me a
crack to persuade them not to
pursue a career with the
Agency. I further pointed out
that my last article - in the
Echo , where I called for
naming names, was Indeed
intended to make him and his
cohorts feel uncomfortable.
I see nothing wrong with
this.
This
is
not
McCarthyism; I am not
making false , baseless
charges about someone's
loyalty; I am not prejudging
them. Instead, I am trying to
provide an object lesson that
makes clear to them why it is

that fhey fear disclosure of intimidating, or arrogant and
judgmental. No doubt,because
their identities.
Now that the campus has of the power position of a
been made safe for the CIA to professor vis a vis students,
r ecruit , what is tactically taking the stand that 1 have
left f or the anti-CIA on this issue might appear as
contingent is to make the unfair pressure; I wish I could
campus uncomfortable for the be understood as a concerned
CIA and to make recruiting citizen, divorced form the
difficult. It's apparently not formal role I occupy. Maybe
enough to point out to this is impossible and
everyone that the CIA's therefore I should abdicate
spokesperson lies, that the my responsibility as a
Agency systematically .oncerned democrat. But I can
violates American and not. I can and do make
international law, and that judgements betweengood and
its covert operations bad (democratic and
constitute a direct assault on undemocratic) institutions; I
democracy. Pressuri ng try to persuade people not to
students to rethink career support the rotten ones and to
options with an undemocratic lend support to the good ones.
institution is one way, and in (I' ve always believed that
my view a perfectl y this is the job bf a professor at
appropriate means, to make a liberal arts institution.)
recruiting her unprofitable. Too, I can make the
Another is, as. I suggested to distinction between bad and
several seniors, is to sign up good, I believe;, without being
for an interview, then cancel, mindlessly j udgmental
thereby using a slot. Another because
I
provide
is to increase the misery incontrovertible evidence of
index of people like Hulnick, wrongdoing, in the case of the
the CIA spokesperson , by CIA, and "good-doing" in the
asking him hard questions.
case of democracy.
It may very well be that , The CIA has come and gone,
those students who wish to the eleven students who
remain nameless believe interviewed have had their
that, in the Dean of Faculty's interviews , their identity
terms , my suggestion to revealed , only by Career
identify thern is "harassment Services, and the issue of
or intimidation." On the whether revealed only by
other hand , there is no Career Services, and the issue
evidence that any of the of whether an institution
eleven recruitees were that professes liberal values
f r o m would permit illiberal
intimidated
interviewi ng; the one organizations to recruit on
recruitee who spoke with me campus will be stored away
prior to his interview, whom for another year, it is, after
I tried but failed to persuade
all, an "old issue," which
to cancel, was certainly not most people would rather not
intimidated or "bullied." He reconsider. For those of us for
had his interview and then whom the issue remains
later spoke with me about it urgent and important , well,
in the company of a friend we'll just have to j ethink our
who is also writing for the obstructionist tactics before
Echo *
next year's liars arrive.
How to be concerned
w i t h out
appear i ng
Roger Bowen ,
paternalistic, threatening,
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Reilly s Ramblings
by Mark Reilly
It all starts tomorrow night
in the friendly confine s of the
Boston Garden. The N.B.A.
regular season will begin for
the Boston Celtics as they
take on the much improved
New York Knicks. The
Celtics begin the season with
a new coach, and a new
attitude.
They are commi tted to
developing a bench. It became
clear over the past two years
that you need more than five
players- no matter how good
they are- to win an M.B.A.
championship.
This "new" commitment to
a strong bench, is really a
return to the ways of old for
the Celtics . They always
had a strong bench in the
1960s, and it was the Celtics
who really introduced the
concept of the sixth man as a
valuable aspect, and maybe
even being one of the best
players on your team.
The Celtics are also
returning to the glory days of
the past with p lans of
becoming a fast break team
once again.
Although these two "back
to the future" moves will

help the Celtics this year,
there is one more aspect of
the 60's they must adapt.
They must realize that
they are getting older and
learn to pace themselves. The
1969 Boston Celtics realized
that and player-coach Bill
Russell put less emphasis on
the regular season. The result
was a fourth place finish in
the conference, but a much
more rested team in the
playoffs that was able to wm
their eleventh N .B.A.
championship in thirteen
years.
Made evident in the
Detroit series last year was
the fact that the home court
advantage doesn 't do much
good when Larry Bird is so
worn out he can't hit the side
of a_ barn. This year, I'll take
my chances in Detroit with a
rested Celtics team.
Well with that in mind
here are a few predictions for
this year's season:
ConferenceEastern
Atlantic Division: The New
York Knicks are a talented
young team, and with the
acquisition of Charles
have
vastl y
Oakley
improved themselves over

the summer.
But, look for the Celtics to,
as Johnny Most would say,
"send a message" tomorrow
night." The message will be:
"even though we may not rule
the conference anymore we
still rule the division."
Central Division: The
Detroit Pistons are a great
basketball team whose time
to join the elite of the N.B.A.
came last year. They should
win the division for the
second year in a row. The
Atlanta Hawks will be
snapping at their heals.
The summer acquisition of
Moses Malone vastl y
improved them on paper.
However, they will quickl y
find out that you only play
the
game with one
basketball.
M i x i ng
Dominique and Moses is like
mixing oil and water.
Biggest Disappointment of
the Season (as a team)- The
Chicago Bulls. After last
season's great third place
finish in the Easten
Conference, it looked like
this team might be on the
way up.
However, that trend all
con tinued on page 11

Athlete Of The Week

Guy Prescott .
The male athlete for the first week in November is Guy
Prescott. The senior nose guard from Maiden, Ma, playing in
his last home football game showed what it takes to win.
On Saturday, the the Colby Senior displayed great
leadership, hustle, and intensi ty against archrival Bates
Bobcats. Prescott had 11 tackles, 3 solo tackles, 1 sack, and 1
forced fumble in the Mules impressive 19-3 win.
Efforts like Frescott' s could propel the team to a 4-4
season record.

This is t he home offic e,
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H20 Team Captures New
England Championship
by Paul B each

Wit h t he clock ticking off
t he las t t wo seconds , the
waves set t led , the . ball
launched intc- the stands , and
sixt h ranked 'Colby emerged
as the New England Small
Polo
Wa t er
College
Conf erence Champions.

After coining off a losing
sea son, the Colby Wat er Polo
t eam rall ied in t he Ba t es
pool las t Sa t urday to def ea t
all t hree t eams t hey p layed.
Due t o the poor record t ha t
Colby had during the season ,
Colby was f orced t o play t he
three t op seeds in t he
tournam en t , Worcester
Ins ti tu t e,
Pol y t echnic
trini ty, and Bridgewater
State College. Despite the
high seedings of t hese teams,

the "Colby eleven" including
David Mumford , Kris t en
Woods , and Chri s "Blake t he
Steak" Lieber t, surprised t he
field with a new offensive set
and a hard defense .
The f irst t eam to be washed
up by t he "Colb y eleven" was
WPI. Although led by "Burk

the Turk an experienced
European competi tor , the
Colby defense effectivel y
shu t down this seemingly
imposing threat, and trounced
them 13-6.
Tr init y and Br i dgewa t er
bo t h proved t o be be tt er
oppos iti on by t ak ing Colby to
over ti me per iods in ea ch
game . In the Trinity game ,
Colby re turned from a 3-0
deficit in the first quarter to
win the game 14-12,, with the
a id of
Paul
" Lucky 7*
Beach , Er ic " Barrel t oss "
Johnson , and Rand y "Gimme a
yard " Barr.
In the Championshi p f i nal ,
Colb y . f aced t op ranked
Bridgewater State.
BSC
received a bye in t'he firs t
round and t heref ore had
played only one game p rior t o
the final/ as opposed to
Colby ' s t wo. Regardless ,
Tri pp J ohnson , David
S i lverstein, Brian *I wanna
goal" Rigney, and David
"the Muscle " Ru ssell, shut
down the defense to hel p the
off ense out score Bridgewater,
1-0, in a six minu te over time.
The "Blue Ligh t" p lay of
t he game came when Paul

Beach and Er ic J ohnson
played a double post and
baffled the Brid gewater
defense with the ir patented
"your ball , my ball " off ens ive
move. Er ic initiated t he p lay
af ter a foul wa s called on hi s
defensive oppo nent. Instead
of putting the ball into play
in t he normal f ash ion , he
attempted to confuse the
def ense , who could no t
int erf ere wi t h a f ree t hrow,
by calling t o Beach , " no, it' s
your ball!" Johnson , unable t o
t ake a sho t according t o t he
rule on f ree t hrows, gave t he
ball t o Paul who eas ily sho t
t hrough a baff led def ense t o
score.
The Colby Water Polo t eam
is jus t t hree years old , and
af t er an over t ime loss t o
Ba t es in las t years
championship f inal , the '88
squad t rained wi t h t ha t
memory in the back of their
heads. With the re turn of
Peter Sekulow , "Barrel t oss",
"Blazing Blake ", and J ul ie
Garre t, whose mere presence
was an insp iration t o her
t eamma t es, the Colby Wat er
Polo team looks forward to
another successful season.
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that helped make the house

thai Jack built .
People all ove r the country rely on Grossm an's
- the larg est retailer of building materials in
the Northeast , for ail of their home improvement needs. With ove r 150 sto res and mor e to
open , our success is largely due to our peo ple.
Now we 're offerin g you the opportuni ty to
share In our success by building an exciting
career in one of these programs . We offer very
compe titive salari es.

• Merch andise Training Progra m
• Finance Training Program
• Managemen t Training Progra m
Visit your Placement Office today to sign up for an
informa t ion sessi o n wi t h Grossman 's, Our representative will be on 1he Colby College campus on
November 7.
»

An equal oppor t uni t y employer
>
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EVERYTHING TO BUILD WITH
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Managing Has Its Rewards Sports Shorts
by Billy Goodman
"Wate rboy, towelboy,
manager, hey you..." To the
untrained ear they are all
seemingly random tags, ye t
ones that a lucky few
managers have gotten used to
responding to.
Webster's describes the
status of one of these
individuals as follows- (1) a
person who manages a
business or enterprise (2) a
person in charge of the
affairs of an entertainer (3) a
student in charge of the
records and equipment of a
school or college team.
I think as manager of the
Colby football team, 1 have
been able to incorporate all
three aspects-(l) I'm making
money, therefore I' m
enterprising <2) Jay Olson's
one heck of an entertainer (3)
Jon Bartlett's got some hot
records, and they let me pick
up the equipment at the end
of practice. So as you can see
I'm learning how to be what
Webster 's feels is the
consummate manager
To some, the role of
"cleaning jockstraps, offering
water cups to large, sweaty
individuals and sitting
through practice sessions" is
unappealing, yet there
always seems to be someone
behind the bench with fire in
their eyes and towel in hand.
Always prepared to do the
first duty of jany manager,
towel people off , get them
water arid ror\ around, a lot.
T h e i mpor t ance of a
manager can be seen in their
duties. They try to keep

peace and an open connection
be t ween p layer and coach. As
a manager, one is the only
person who knows exactly
what the coaches say and_
think, as well as what the
players feel.
This can be a tremendous
burden as one attempts to
keep both sides balanced, not
wanting to puflnput where
you suspect the consequences
could be detrimental to the
cause, yet wanting to show
each side the positives lying
somewhere within the
original thought.
Finally, managing requires
a basic knowledge of
psychiatry, or maybe just an
ear for someone to talk to.
Athletes need to hear from a
peer that things will turn out
alright even if they don't
win. They also need a place
to dump things even if it does
sometimes fall on a manager's
deaf ears. .
In this racket you need to
hear what everyone has to
s ay, but you need listen to
only the things that are
important. Rule # 1: Never
listen to anyone who is
shouting. They obviousl y
have you confused with
someone who enjoys being
yelled at. Rule #2: Disregard
a ll comp laints that have to
do with the weather,
C h appy, or "the coach
doesn 't like me." Rule #3:
Remind peop le it is only a
game.
Senior Stephanie Ellison
h as been mana ge r o f th e
men 's hoc key team f or f ou r
years and knows th e t r ia ls
and tribulations of the job.

She knows the demands,
the hours, the jerks on the
teams, the never ending
"could you do one little thing
for me?" Yet, when asked
why she would do it for four
y ears , her answer of, "I love
hockey." was the answer one
would get from any person
fanatical enough to fake
these jobs in the first place.
Being a manager means
justif y ing yourself , too often
sometimes. When the team
loses, you're supposed to clean
up, close things up, turn out
the lights, and call it a day.
You're not supposed to cry,
or get a lump in your throat,
or kick a trash can into the
sixth row of the bleachers.
You haven't run the sprints,
or shot the- free throws or
kicked a ball or shot a puck
till you were dead tired.
But you have, by the end of
the contest, poured every
ounce of emotion and desire
for the game out, never being
able to get any closer to the
action than the out of bounds
line.
Fixing a shin pad, buckling
a helmet, wiping a tired
brow, patting somebody on
the butt, and then having
them go out and excel are the
accolades that managers win.
Shaking a coaches hand,
seeing the crowd cheer, being
part of a victory celebration,
the long bus rides, pre-season
blunders, bitching, failure,
success are all magnets that
draw the nameless faces to
the role of manager. For it is
their desire to remain the one
teammate without a number.

I-Play Update

The Colby Mens Hoc key
Team is looking f or a manager
(male) and a statistician for
the 1988-89 season for both
home and away games. If you
are intere st ed p lease con tac t
Coach Goulet X3368 or
Stephanie Ellison X3018, box
576.

Kristen "Woody " Widronak led. the Lad y Mules in

assis ts and to their most wins ever.
' p hoto by George Hallenbe ck

Women s Soccer
Last Saturday was a bittersweet day for coach David
LaLiberty and his women's soccer team. The squad lost 4-0
to Division III national powerhouse Plymouth State, but
the game marked the end of a very successful season. The
Lady Mules final record of 8-6 gave them more wins than
any team since the inception of women's soccer at Colby in
1979. '
_ _...
_._
Besides ihe team of 1982, which boasted a record of 7-2-2,
this year's team was the most successful. The dramatic turn
arund from, last year's dismal 4-9 record was made possible
by an influx: of tremendous young talent.
Sop homores Charlotte Recce and Kristen "Woody"
Widronak led the team in goals and assists respectively
and freshwoman goal keeper Meredith Johnson performed
well all season. The team will lose only three players to
gradua tion and if they can get a .f irs t year group nex t season
as talented as the one this season, as well as another year
of exper ience f or f reshers and sophomores,they should just
keep getting better.

OarsMen and Women
Two men 's boats rowe d in the H ea d of t he C harles

Regatta on October 23r.d. They are still awaiting official
results. The popularity of the race forces the organizers to
use a lottery system for entries. Colby's third varsity boat
(women's lightweight) was wait listed under the lottery
system and was unable to race.
Last Saturday 44 members of the team switched to indoor
JAMMERS JAM rowing
for Erg-A-Thon '88. Each pers on rowe d as fa r as
possible in 45 minutes. Top Male ergers were: David Crowe
HUNS
(24 miles), John Mullen (22.5 mi.), Chr i s C arlson an d Ben
For the entire first and most Ames (22,5 mi.). Top female ergers were Galen Laurhen (20.3
of the second halves of las t mi.), Britt Moore (20 mi.), and Forsyth Kineon (19.7 mi.).
Sunda y 's I-Play Men 's Soccer Honora ble men ti on goes to all coxswa ins who erge d! T he
Champ ionship, it appeared team will begin their spring sprint season in February.
as if the Huns would take the
coveted Champs T-Shirts.
They held a 1-0 lead with
two minu tes left in the game
The Colby Women's Rug by team finished their last home
before the Jammers were able
to ti e t h ings up an d send the ser ies of the season wi th t wo wins an d a ti e over teams f rom
Bates and U. Maine at Orono.
game into overtime.
A sizable crowd of parents and students cheered the team
A fter
two
thr illing
over ti me per i ods , the on while fending off the cold with hot cider and a
Jammers won a penalty kick barbecued lunch. The Colby A team successf u ll y.handled
shootou t. They were led all Bates i n a f u ll game wij:h a final score of 8-0. A twenty
season by the stalwart efforts minute half against UMO ended in a scoreless tie.
The Colby -B team wrapped up the afternoon with a 14-0
of Don Darb y/ Tom Wilde,
victory
over the Bates second string.
Rob Erdman , Greg Gatl i n , and
Women's Rugby will end their season on Saturday with a
keeper Bill Carr.
tournament at Bates.

Women s Rugby

Matt ,Noyes is not dead , he just looks that way. In
fact he was not even inj u red on this sp ill duri ng the
1-PLAY Mountain , Bike Race last Sunday.
Faculty member Sean Scaling won the 4 mile race in
16#8 with Brian Rigney and J ake Ulick finishing 2nd
and 3rd out of 14 riier s.

photo by Dave Coleman

White Mules Master Bates

by Lawrence Rocca
One down, one to go. That's
the way it stands now as far
as the CBB and the Colby
White Mules are concerned.
Last Saturday, in front of a
si2able parent's weekend
crowd of 2,700, Colby was
able t o manhandle the Bate s
Bobcats(l~4 ) from both sides
of the line of scrimmage and
come up with big plays when
they needed them.
After beating Bates 19-3
last week, and uppin g their
record to 2-4, the Mules have
n ot only put them selves in
position to have a .500 record
for the first time since 1979,
when they were 5-3, but al so
to

win

the

CBB

championship for the first
time since 1983. That was
also the last year that Colby
won a CBB game at all.
Almost more significant is
the fact that six seniors
played the last downs of
th eir careers at Seaverns last
Saturday: Co-captains Andy

Ayers and Dan Valeri, Guy
Prescott, Paul Deutch, Francis
Hodsoll, and Chip Kispert.
For those six, the win over
Bates was especially sweet.
In 1985, Bates crushed Colby
51-0, and , except for Kispert,
who was stud y in g abroad ,
the seniors had never
forgotten the" terribl e f eeling
of
hu m i l i a t i o n
th ey
encountered that day. "I've
been thinkin g about th a t f or
thr ee y ear 's," said Ayers,
"N o on e on the fi eld that day
ever forgot it."
Before the game,. Val eri
talked to the team about
what had happened in the
past and what it meant to the
seniors. "He talked about
what happened freshman
year and the way they ran up
the score," said junior center
Tom Griffin, "It was good to
see them finally beat Bates."
Hodsoll went so far as to
say that he "enjoyed beating
Bates more than I would any
other team. Both because of

Fullback J on Bartl ett leaps over the top for a 1 yard TD and the icing on
p hoto bv Robun Glaser
Colby 's 19-3 Cakewalk win.
the past history and because the Bobcats supposedl y performance" as a major
of their cock y, arrogant unsportsmanlike demeanor. reason for the Colby win bu t
attitudes. "
Obviously upset about his did finally concede that the
Since attitudes of players team 's loss, he was "better team definitely won."
usuall y stem from the coach, nevertheless reluctant to give
Harrison himself is no
Bates' Web Harrison would the Mules much credit. He stranger to the seniors. Said
seem to be the main source of cited his team 's "poor

Booters Score On Two Of Three Goals
and one bad half." Another
by Dave Weissman
Last Saturday, while the player, sophomore forward
football team was delighting Allen Carlson, echoed these
parent's weekend fans with a sentiments in stating " tha t
rare victory, the men's Soccer "we had the talent to beat
team closed out it's season anyone," but f elt th a t th er e
with a well played 1 - 0 may have been a problem
home victory over Bates, to with "letting down after
finish a somewhat up and scpring."
None of the players or
down season on a positive
note. Although the Mules did coaches interviewed felt that
not finish with a record of the team had been
.500 or better , as had been overmatched in its losses, and
promised earlier this fall by all cited inexperience as a
Coach Mark Serdjenian , this main factor in having what
Mules squad may have been some might consider a sub-par
much stronger than their 6 - 8 season. In fact , this was a
startlingl y young squad ,
record indicates.
First of all, 7 of the team's starting six freshman. "Good
& losses were by one goal, and teams find ways to win, and
in many of these games the young teams sometimes find
team had been leading at one ways to lose" said Flint, in
point. One can deduce from explaining close losses to
this that this clearly was a several top Division III
competitive team, and one teams. In fact, this team was
player, freshman Chris Flint, almost able to defeat the
went so far as to say that "we University of Maine, a solid
could have won every game." Division I team, dropping a 1
He cited the team's failure to - 0 decision in the second last
put together a full solid game game of the season. Perhaps
as a reason for these losses, the most impressive aspect of
stating that quite often the this team was its ability to
team played "one good half bounce back from a 1 - 5 by

winning 5 of the last 8 games,
a feat which made Coach
Serdjenian "proud of the
team. "
Despite the 6 - 8 record ,
Serdjenian does feel that he
accomplished most of the
goals he set for the team at
the outset of the season. He
cites these goals as being to
score me re goals - than last
year, to have a feeling of
team spirit and unity, and to
have a winning season. In
fact , this team scored three
times as many goals as did
last year's version, and both
coach and players felt that
this was a very close,
positi ve, unified team. Thus,
even though their record may
not show it, this was all in
all a productive season. The
players seem to support
Serdjenian 's assertions, as
sophomore halfback Pat
Reed put it, "the coach's
prediction (for a .500 or better
season) was more or less
accurate...we accomplished
the goals we set".
Perhaps the best thing to
come from this year's team is

Niles Parke r and his teammates came up short on a
,500 season but things look g rea t for their future.
p hoto by Robyn Glaser
the prospects for next year. the future looks great," said
The team will only graduate Flint, while Carlson felt that
four seniors (captains Manuel "there was a better attitude
Balmaseda and Lyle Muir, than last year, which will be
Kari Kontu , and Charles good for next year. "
McHugo ), thus "the nucleus of Serdjenian summed up the
the team will return ", t eam 's feelings on this past
according to Serdjenian , who season quite well in stating
is "excited for next year." that "this was the most
Players interviewed shared enjoyable non-winning season
this sentiment, "The team ever, because of the prospects
should be strong next year - for the future."'

